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The following policies are the guidelines for any posts placed on the HSCG Facebook Fan page.  These 

policies are posted on Facebook, and apply to both public posts and posts made by authorized HSCG 

representatives. 

POSTING POLICIES 

When using the HSCG Facebook page, I understand and agree to the following: 

 I agree to only post comments or questions that are considered on topic for this page. 

(Soapmaking, Bath and Body Product, business, marketing, scents, colors, techniques, 

troubleshooting etc…) 

 I promise to conduct myself with integrity, honor, respect, and professional courtesy toward 

others on this site, including other soapmakers, HSCG Members, HSCG Vendors, customers, and 

the general public. 

 I agree to refrain from bashing, berating, harassing, or calling others names on this site or any 

other site created and/or managed by the HSCG. 

 I understand if I do not conduct myself in an ethical and professional manner my comments may 

be deleted from this site and any other HSCG Site where I may have posted something rude or 

inappropriate. 

 I understand that the HSCG is not responsible for messages posted or advice given by members 

of this group and that the HSCG does not vouch for accuracy, completeness and is not 

responsible for content. 

 I agree not to post any copyrighted material or any material that is abusive, threatening, 

sexually oriented, obscene, profane, hateful or in violation of any law. 

 I understand that posting here is a privilege and not a right. 

 I understand that this is not the place to lodge complaints against people, companies, suppliers, 

members or vendors. 

 I understand that if I do not adhere to these guidelines I will be removed and/or blocked from 

using the HSCG Facebook page. 

Any HSCG representative who has Facebook Administrative rights on the HSCG fan page, including the 

Executive Director, Social Media Chair and Committee members, may take immediate action when these 

posting policies have been violated, without any other approval required. 
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